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ON QUASI-COMPLETE SPACES 

By Mun-Gu Sohn and Bong Dae Choi 

G. D. Creede [1] introduced quasi-complete spaces in connection with problem~ 

of metrizability and raised the open question whether all quasi-complete spaces 

are wL1-spaces. In [2]. example 1. 11 exhibits a p-space which is not wL1-space. 

Since p-spaces are quasi-complete spaces. this shows that a quasi-complete need 
not be μ1L1-space. 

In this paper. we give a simple characterization of quasi-complete space. and 
we show that wL1-spaces and quasi-complete spaces are equivalent in the class of 
a completely re밍llar O-refinable spaces. 

All topological spaces are assumed to be T 1• The set of positive integers is 
denoted by N. 

DEFINITION 1. [1]. A TCspace X is said to be qμasi-complete provided that 

there is a sequence {~셔뚱1 of open covers of X with the following property; if 

{An} 응1 is a decreasing sequence of non-empty closed subsets of X and if there 

exists an element XoEX such that. for each n. there is a Bnε~n with Aη U {Xo} 

CBn' then nζlAn낯ø. 

DEFINITION 2. [3]. A T 1-space X is a wL1-space if there exists a sequence 

{l}!n}뚱 1 of open covers of X such that, if {An}뚱 1 is a decreasing sequence of 

non-empty closed subsets of X and there exists XoEX for which AnC St CXo' l}! n) 

for a1l %, then n，설lAn~Ø. 

A sequence {A싹 
。。

an x-sequence if x"εA"Cx) implies that {Xn} ;=1 has a cluster point in X. 

We shall give a simple characterization of quaskomplete which will be used 
frequently. 
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THEOREM 1. X z.s quasi-complete 젠 and only il there exists a sequence {9t n}ζ1 
010엉en covers 01 X such that, lor each xεX and Bnε9tn with xεBn' a seqμence 

!n휴봐 IkεN} 싫 an x-sequence. 

PROOF. Let xεX and Bnε~n with x εBn. For each kεN， take xkε 「않=lBn. 
If {장} 뚱 1 has no cluster point in X, we let Ak = {Xn In>k}, then {Ak} 0;'= 1 is a 

decreasing sequence of non-empty closed subsets of X and AkU {x} CBk• Since X 

is quasi-complete, we have n뚱lAk낯rþ. But n뚱1월=rþ， since {월} has no cluster 

point in X. 

To prove the converse, let {An} 뚱1 be a decreasing sequence of non-empty 

closed subsets of X and there exist xεX such that, for each n, Bnε~n with 

A싸J {X} ζBn. Assume n응lAn=rþ. Since Ak해. we can find xkεAk for each k. 
k 

Then xkEAkU {x} ζBk. Therefore xkεnn:lBn for each k. since {Ak}뚱l is a 

decreasing sequence. We show that {월} has no cluster point in X. For each pεX， 

since n;;"=lAn=rþ and An그An+l' there exists integer N such that p풍A，， for any 

%늘N. Then '? AN is open set containing p and Xn풍 '? An for any n늘N. Thus P 

is not cluster point of sequence {xk}. 

The following lemma was proved in [2]. 

LEMMA 2.A completely regular space X is a p-space il and only il there is a 

seqμence {~n} 응 1 01 φen covers 01 X satislying; 
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Using a proof analogous to 

have the following. 
one g1ven by Burke for Theorem 1. 4 of [2]. we 

LEMMA 3. A completely regμlar quasi-complete space X is a p-spaceil every 

closed countably compact subset 01 X z.s compact. 

PROOF. Let {9tn} 응 1 be a sequence of open covers of X such that. for each 
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xEX and BnεC7n with xεBn' sequence {nn==lBn1kεN} is an x-sequence. Since X 

is completely regular space, for each n, Iet ~ n be open cover of X such that 

{GIGε~ n} refines c7 n. We show that {2lμ} is a sequence of open covers of X 

satisfying the condition of Lemma 2. Let xεX and Gnε~n with x드Gn ， we find 

Bnε%η such that GnCBη· So n4l 갑?1IntZZA· Thus {n수lG n1k르N} is x-seq 

uence. Let {장}뚫 1 be any sequence in n;;'=l감n' then xkEn，수 l강" for each k. 

Since fn수l갑n 1kεN} is x-sequence, {xk} has a cIuster point in n응1ζ. So 

n;:1 갑n is cIosed countable compact. By hypothesis and Lemma 2, X is þ-space. 

A space X is said to be ß-refinable [4] if, for every open covering ~ of X , 

there is a sequence {~n}응1 of open refinements 아 ~ such that, if xεX， there 

is m(x)εN such that x is in at most a finite number of elements of ~ m(x)" 

Burke [2] showed that þ-spaces , wL1-spaces and strÌct þ-spaces are equivalent 
in the cIass. of completely regular ß-refinable spaces. 

Moreover we can add quasi-complete among the above equivalent conditions. 

THEOREM 4. For a comþletely regular ß-refinable sþace X , the following 

conditio1ts are equivalent; 

(1) X is þ-sþace, 

(2) X is strict þ-sþace, 

(3) X is wL1-sþace, 
(4) X z.s quasi-comp!ete. 

PROOF. (4)~ (1) is cIear from Lemma 3, since closed countably compact subsets 

are compact in a ß-refinable space [4]. 

(3)~( 4) is cIear from definition. 

THEOREM 5. X i z.s quasi-comþlete 상 and only if 묘 X i is qμasi-comþlete. 

PROOF. if; It Is cIear from the fact that closed subspace of quasi-complete is 
quasi -complete. 

Only if; For each z., let {짝} be a sequence of open covers of X i such that, for 
i ..1 _ T"t. i r _ k T">.i 

each xεXi and B~εqt~ with xεB~， sequence fnn:1B~lkεN} is x-sequence. 

Let gI= {<Gf> lGfε썩}， g2= {<Gg> lG늄찌 
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g3= {<G;> |GZε썩}， g3= { <G3> | G?ε썩} 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Then {ζ} 응1 is a sequence of open covers of lfxi Satisfying the condition of 

Theorem 1. 

Kyungpook University 
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